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Presentation Notes
…Welcome to this full-day precourse on motivational interviewing…
…mention start/end times, handouts (slides, bibliography, any role play materials, content materials), structure for day (large group, small groups and how to split up, SIGN-UP? For breakout sessions in PM)
List content to be covered through the day (Intro, Reflection, Evidence, Building motivation, Practice, Negotiating change, Practice, Topic oriented Breakout sessions, Debriefing/Conclusions).



What Is Motivation?What Is Motivation?
 (Or Lack of Motivation?)(Or Lack of Motivation?)

A personality trait?A personality trait?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An assumption underlies the commonly used aggressive or confrontational approach often taken with patients practicing unhealthy behaviors.  That assumption is that the lack of motivation to change is a personality trait or that it is part of a formidable defense mechanism called denial that renders the patient incapable of seeing reality or the right course.  Naturally, aggressive attack strategies would be needed crush these defenses and have the patient surrender.  After all, these are patients obviously demonstrating poor judgement.  
But it turns out that confrontational strategies are associated with a lower likelihood of behavior change (compared to other approaches including the more patient centered MI in a RCT).  Confrontational style or accusing patients of having some undesirable characteristic (you are addicted, you are being resistant), leads to the resistance seen—arguing, changing the subject, interrupting, denying of a problem.   Furthermore, no specific personality traits have been associated with the development of alcoholism, for example, a disorder in which we see denial.  In fact, denial, when specifically studied, is no more characteristic of alcoholics than nonalcoholics.  Successful treatment outcomes in alcoholics have been sometimes associated with higher levels of pretreatment denial and a refusal to accept the label “alcoholic.”  Think of some patients with severe unremitting alcoholism that you have seen—often they know they have a severe problem;  they just can’t change it.
So what is it that we so commonly see in patients who continue unhealthy behaviors if not a destructive personality trait?



A result of a confrontational counseling styleA result of a confrontational counseling style
Ambivalence is normalAmbivalence is normal
The probability that a person will enter into, The probability that a person will enter into, 
continue, and adhere to a specific change continue, and adhere to a specific change 
strategystrategy
A state of readiness to changeA state of readiness to change

What Is Motivation?What Is Motivation?
 (Or Lack of Motivation?)(Or Lack of Motivation?)
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Well as I implied, we may be seeing the results of our confrontational interviewing styles.  And we may be seeing a normal, common human experience, ambivalence, or feeling two ways about things.  Feeling 100% clear about things is probably more exceptional than normal.  Right now you are ambivalent about sitting in this room.  You chose this from many other precourses and over staying in your room and getting some rest or catching up on work or family.  You are considering leaving now because this talk is so bad or because you are tired, but you paid and you think it might improve, and you might be a little embarassed or perceived as rude if you get up and walk out now.  But perhaps you really want to get some coffee…
This is normal.  But when a diabetic has dietary indiscretion, we conclude that they must be educated and persuaded that this will result in adverse consequences and if they are ambivalent about dietary change, that must be abnormal.  A logical conclusion.  They disagree with us so we call it denial.  So we tell them to change.  And, naturally, the predictable response, since we have voiced one side of the ambivalence, is for the patient to voice the other—Usually starts, “Yes doctor, but…” and we conclude our patient is resistant to change and our efforts will be fruitless.  Of course if they eventually agree with us we call it insight.  
While they do disagree with us, they may not actually be “unmotivated.” In fact, what they say is often not reflective of what they do; and it is what they do that we really care about.
So rather than a personality, a defense mechanism or a trait of a patient, lets think of motivation or lack of motivation as a probability that a person will enter into, continue and adhere to a specific change strategy, a state of readiness or eagerness to change that fluctuates from time to time.  It is this state of readiness to change that we have a shot at helping the patient influence.
Lastly, motivation cannot be a static general patient characteristic.  We know that patients are motivated to do some things and not others—perhaps a diabetic is motivated to do aerobic exercise and frequently check sugars but not to eliminate their favorite fatty food.
Motivation may be better thought of as our task rather than a patient characteristic.







Ready, Willing, and Able

•Willing: The Importance of Change 

•Able: Confidence for Change 

•Ready:  A Matter of Priorities



Importance and ConfidenceImportance and Confidence

Unwilling and Unable  Unwilling and Unable  (Low/Low)(Low/Low)
Unwilling though Able  Unwilling though Able  (Low/High) (Low/High) 
Willing but Unable  Willing but Unable  (High/Low) (High/Low) 
Willing and Able   Willing and Able   (High/High)(High/High)
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Eliciting and Strengthening Confidence Talk
Evocative Questions
The Confidence Ruler
 Reviewing Past Successes
 Personal Strengths and Supports
 Brainstorming 
Giving Information and Advice
 Reframing 
Hypothetical Change



Willing, Able but not ReadyWilling, Able but not Ready
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priority



Readiness: A Readiness: A ““QuickQuick””
 

VersionVersion
 ““On a scale from 1 to 10On a scale from 1 to 10…”…”

“…“…HowHow important important is it for you right now tois it for you right now to……??””
““Why did you say 3 and not 0?Why did you say 3 and not 0?””
““What would it take to get you from 3 to 6?What would it take to get you from 3 to 6?””

““If you did decide to change, how If you did decide to change, how confident confident are are 
you that you would succeed?you that you would succeed?””
““YouYou’’ve decided to change, and think you could ve decided to change, and think you could 
succeedsucceed----When will you do it?When will you do it?””
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Presentation Notes
Perhaps a simplistic useful framework for thinking about readiness that can give us a simple strategy for use in busy office settings is outlined here.  There are probably three related but somewhat independent axes of interest—importance, confidence and readiness.  One can think change important but not be confident about doing it.  One can be confident but not think it important.  Lastly, one can think change important and be confident about one’s ability, but still not be ready to do it today.

We can quickly assess these in the office and use them to help motivate our patients.  Ask “…How important is it for you right now to…?”
“Why did you say 3 and not 0?”
“What would it take to get you from 3 to 6?”
“If you did decide to change, how confident are you that you would succeed?”
“You’ve decided to change, and think you could succeed--When will you do it?”

Let’s wrap up by watching a more successful interview.




A way to counsel to increase A way to counsel to increase 
motivation?motivation?

Motivational interviewing is a Motivational interviewing is a directivedirective, , clientclient--centeredcentered
counseling style for eliciting behavior change by helping counseling style for eliciting behavior change by helping 
clients to explore and resolve clients to explore and resolve ambivalenceambivalence..
Accurate empathy is a key skillAccurate empathy is a key skill
““SpiritSpirit”” of MI:  collaboration (partnership), evocation of MI:  collaboration (partnership), evocation 
(listening and eliciting), autonomy (ability to choose)(listening and eliciting), autonomy (ability to choose)

Rollnick, S., & Miller, W. R. What is motivational interviewing?

 

Behavioural

 

and Cognitive 
Psychotherapy.  1995;23:325-334. 
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Presentation Notes
We can accomplish our motivational tasks using motivational interviewing, a skilled style of counseling.  This style can be learned with training, and one of its central components, accurate empathy—the opposite of hostile confrontation—can also be learned.  
By the way, MI still results in confrontation, that is we often will disagree with our patient about the behavior in question.  But rather than confronting denial, in MI, confrontation is a goal, not a style or approach.

Motivational interviewing is     a person-centered,       directive          method of communication for enhancing intrinsic motivation to change by exploring and resolving ambivalence.



Principles of Motivational Principles of Motivational 
Interviewing (DARES)Interviewing (DARES)

Develop DiscrepancyDevelop Discrepancy
Avoid ArgumentationAvoid Argumentation
Roll with ResistanceRoll with Resistance
Express EmpathyExpress Empathy
Support SelfSupport Self--efficacyefficacy

Miller WR, Rollnick

 

S.  Motivational Interviewing, Second Edition: Preparing People for Change.

 

New 
York: Guilford Press; 2002.
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MI is patient centered, but it is still very directive.  In other words, we usually have a very clear goal, such as more aerobic exercise.  But to get there, in MI, we will emphasize personal choice and responsibility as we help patients build motivation.

The main principles of MI are summarized by the acronym DARES.  The first listed here is to develop discrepancy.  This means we try to create motivation for change by helping the patient see a discrepancy between their behavior and their own goals.  This leads to the patient coming up with reasons why they want to change.
The next principle is avoid argumentation.  Arguing is counterproductive and results in the patient thinking of things to say to go against the direction of change.
Rolling with resistance is what you do instead of arguing.  This is difficult but involves reframing or turning the patients thoughts to create new momentum in the right direction.  Bill will talk more about this difficult skill.  A patient may say “I can really hold my liquor—its not a problem.”  You might respond—”That’s great that you don’t always get into trouble when you drink a lot, but it may also be a sign that you don’t have the same early warning system that some other people have to tell you to stop before the alcohol starts damaging your liver.”
Express empathy is the spirit that pervades MI.  We can understand and accept the patient’s perspective while not agreeing with it.  Demonstrating this to the patient helps their self esteem and allows them room to change.  We see them as stuck rather than as pathological or incapable.
Last on the list here is support of self-efficacy, or confidence to cope with a specific task or challenge.   The approach emphasizes personal responsibility, since they are the ones that will need to change, and they may be feeling overwhelmed or incapable of succeeding.  The way to do this is not to say that I will fix you—the usual doctor approach—but rather “If you wish, I will help you to change yourself”




Develop DiscrepancyDevelop Discrepancy

•Change is motivated by a perceived discrepancy 
between present behavior and important personal 
goals
or values
•The person rather than the counselor should 
present
the arguments for change 



Avoid ArgumentationAvoid Argumentation

Arguing is not listeningArguing is not listening
Arguing is counterproductiveArguing is counterproductive
Arguing leads the patient to take the other sideArguing leads the patient to take the other side
Arguing causes resistanceArguing causes resistance



Roll with Resistance

•The person is a primary resource in finding 
answers and solutions
•Avoid arguing for change 
•Resistance is not directly opposed 
•New perspectives are invited, not imposed
•Resistance is a signal to respond differently



Express EmpathyExpress Empathy

Acceptance facilitates change Acceptance facilitates change 
Skillful reflective listening is fundamental Skillful reflective listening is fundamental 
Ambivalence is normalAmbivalence is normal



Support SelfSupport Self--EfficacyEfficacy

A personA person’’s belief in the possibility of change is s belief in the possibility of change is 
an important motivatoran important motivator
The person, not the counselor, is responsible for The person, not the counselor, is responsible for 
choosing and carrying out changechoosing and carrying out change
The counselorThe counselor’’s own belief in the persons own belief in the person’’s s 
ability to change becomes a selfability to change becomes a self--fulfilling fulfilling 
prophecyprophecy



Roadmap of a Motivational Roadmap of a Motivational 
InterviewInterview

Building motivation for change (Part I)Building motivation for change (Part I)
Enhancing alliance and autonomyEnhancing alliance and autonomy

Negotiating change and strengthening Negotiating change and strengthening 
commitment (Part II)commitment (Part II)

Providing information while creating dialogueProviding information while creating dialogue
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Presentation Notes
The rest of the day today we will focus on skills and components of motivational interviewing.  The general structure of a motivational interview, which can occur over multiple visits, is outlined here.  In general, there are two major tasks, building motivation for change, during which we enhance alliance and patient autonomy, and negotiating change and strengthening commitment, at which time we provide information while creating dialogue.



Five Early MethodsFive Early Methods

1.1.

 
Ask Open QuestionsAsk Open Questions

2.2.

 
Listen ReflectivelyListen Reflectively

3.3.

 
AffirmAffirm

4.4.

 
SummarizeSummarize

5.5.

 
Elicit Change TalkElicit Change Talk
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This more detailed roadmap outlines some of the specific strategies that can get you there.  For example, “tell me about your drinking,” an open-ended question.  When the patient does so, reflect back, “so, sometimes you don’t feel so well after you’ve been drinking.”  Affirm and support the patient, saying something like “I appreciate how hard it must be for you to talk about this.” At some point summarize—”So, you enjoy drinking with your friends, but sometimes you are so hung over that you miss your son’s soccer game; you hate that but at the same time, all of your friends drink, and you’d be left out if you didn’t.” Then elicit some “change talk” or self-motivating statements.  Saying something like—”I can see that you might be stuck right now—what’s going to have to change??”  The patient may respond—”Yeah, I really do need to cut back…”

Elicit Change Talk:  Asking Evocative Questions, Using The Importance Ruler, Exploring the Decisional Balance, Elaborating, Querying, Extremes, Looking Back / Looking Forward, Exploring Goals and Values

Responding to Change Talk: Reflecting Elaborating Summarizing Affirming



Change TalkChange Talk
 SelfSelf--Motivating SpeechMotivating Speech

Disadvantages of Status Quo Disadvantages of Status Quo 
Advantages of Change Advantages of Change 
Optimism for Change Optimism for Change 
Intention to ChangeIntention to Change



Change TalkChange Talk
 DARNDARN--CC

DesireDesire
AbilityAbility
ReasonsReasons
NeedNeed
CommitmentCommitment



Reflective ListeningReflective Listening

• SIMPLE (repeat, rephrase)
• PARAPHRASE (infers meaning)
• REFLECT FEELING (emphasizes 

underlying emotion)
• Variations: Amplified, Double-sided
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- direct declaration of message
You are not ready to stop smoking, now

- amplify the declaration
No way could you imagine quitting, now
- state opposing messages
You want to breathe better, and you know your asthma improves off cigarettes, but you do not want to make any attempt to quit




Strengthening CommitmentStrengthening Commitment

RecapitulationRecapitulation
Key QuestionKey Question
AdviceAdvice
Negotiate a planNegotiate a plan
““EndgameEndgame”” (elicit commitment)(elicit commitment)

See www.motivationalinterview.org
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For part II, once you see a sign that the patient may be ready, recapitulate the conversation up to that moment—emphasizing the reasons for change the patient has offered, using their words when possible, still acknowledging their ambivalence.  Then ask a key question—”So, what do you think you might do now?”  Then in response to a request from the patient, or at least with the patient’s explicit permission, offer some advice—”I don’t know if this would work for you, but some people have been able to cut back by using this approach…”  Then negotiate a plan by sharing some options with the patient and figuring out which ones sound most appropriate to the patient.  Recommending something the patient disagrees with as the only option would be counterproductive.  Finally, elicit some confirmation or commitment to the plan, again summarizing using the patient’s words when possible.
Simple, huh?


http://www.motivationalinterview.org/
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